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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the results of studies prepared to determine:

(1 ) the feasibility of improving transit service to residents, workers, and

shoppers traveling on the west and south sides of the City of

Chicago in the assumed existing reserved transitway of the Cross-

town Expressway; and

(2) the feasibility of providing a high speed ground transportation link

forair passengers between Midway and O'Hare Airports in Chicago.

A series of technical reports, which are considered an integral part

of this study, document in detail the results presented in this summary

report. The titles and dates of these technical reports are as follows:

Technical

Report No. Title Date

1 Study Design April, 1972

2 Analysis of the Problem July, 1973

3 Analysis of High Speed Ground January, 1974

Transportation

4 Analysis of the Crosstown Public December, 1973

Transportation System

5 Analysis of High Speed Ground August, 1974

Transportation in CPTS-Kennedy
Corridor

6 Financial Feasibility and Investment August, 1974

Analysis



SUMMARY

CPTS — Based on the results of this study, it is forcasted that the total

daily boardings on the Crosstown Public Transportation System (CPTS)

in the Crosstown Corridor will be approximately 160,000 by 1985. This

demand could not be adequately accommodated by a conventional bus

system operating on the Crosstown Busway. However, a system

utilizing large buses, having 70 to 100 seats pervehicle, could providefor

the future public transportation needs of the Crosstown Corridor. An

"articulated" bus system similartothatwhich iscurrently being tested by

the Chicago Transit Authority would meet these requirements. The total

capital cost of such a system for the CPTS, based on 1972 dollars, is

estimated to be $18.4 million. Additionally, an annual operating subsidy

of about $1.2 million would be required based on the current fare

structure of public transportation systems in the City of Chicago.

HSGT — The need for a High Speed Ground Transportation System

(HSGT) is contingent on the ultimate utilization of Midway Airport as a

major commercial airport in the Chicago metropolitan area. A wide range

of possible airport operating policies for O'Hare and Midway Airports

were investigated during the preparation of the report. The studies

indicated that if a segregated type policy were adopted, that is one in

which all flights to and from certain cities within a particular distance

range would occur specifically at each of the two airports, then an HSGT
system would be required as a major element of the air passenger

service. This HSGT system would be best provided by the use of

exclusive large capacity buses operating on the Crosstown Transitway

and on a separate guideway elevated over the Kennedy Expressway.

If an airport operating policy in which all flights to and from other cities

were provided at O'Hare, and parts of that service were duplicated at

Midway, an express bus service between the two airports could be

provided by means of the CPTS transitway and the lanes of the Kennedy

Expressway.

At such time as the future of Midway Airport is more clearly defined as an

active commercial airport, the need and means of transporting air

passengers between it and O'Hare can be given more explicit

consideration.





CHAPTER I — INTRODUCTION

The Crosstown Public Transit Study is comprised of two separate, but

yet parallel, interrelated analyses. One part is an analysis of the feasibility

of providing a second generation of public transportation service in the

Crosstown Corridor. One of the stated premises of this study is that the

Crosstown Expressway and its exclusive-use busway are in existence.

That busway — the Crosstown Public Transportation System, or "CPTS"

-- is intended to bring the quality of public transportation in this corridor

into balance with those corridors serving radial trips into the central

business district. The CPTS will also provide a high-quality link between

the radial lines. It is also expected that the capacity of the CPTS may be

exceeded at some future point in time. This current study is charged with

appraising whether the currently planned Crosstown Busway is capable

of accommodating the anticipated future ridership demand in the

corridor, or if a higher capacity system would be required at some future

date.

The need for a public transportation system linking the radial routes to

the Chicago central business district has been recognized for a number

of years. The 1909 Burnham Plan envisioned a circumferential corridorin

the general vicinity of the Crosstown "L" to serve the trips of those

persons whose daily activities were directly tied to the central area. This

need has been re-confirmed in all subsequent transportation plans for

the Chicago metropolitan area.

A previous study of the Crosstown Expressway has shown that the eight-

lane facility with its 43-foot wide transitway providing express bus

service in the corridor could accommodate, at a reasonable level of

service, all trips which could gain access to the system. This condition

would apply at 1995 levels of land activity if the entire freeway

program as currently planned were implemented and supplemented

with public transportation facilities.

The importance of the CPTS system becomes strikingly apparent when

the interchange points with other radially-directed public transport lines

are identified. The north-south segment of the Crosstown Corridor,

shown in Figure 1, intersects five commuter railroad lines, four CTA rapid

transit lines, twenty-seven CTA bus lines, and five suburban bus lines.

The east-west segment intersects two commuter railroad lines, nine CTA

bus lines, and one CTA rapid transit line. Thus, in a regional sense, the

Crosstown Public Transportation System (CPTS) possesses the

potential to perform an indispensable role in transporting passengers

from outlying areas to a wide range of locations lying within the inner

city, as well as serving passengers whose trips are made entirely within

the city. The CPTS would be the only public high-quality rapid transit

circumferential connecting link in the urban area between rays of the

radial-based system.

The second part of the study is an analysis of the feasibility of providing a

High Speed Ground Transportation (HSGT) link between the two major

commercial airports in the Chicago metropolitan area. It is anticipated

that the growth of commercial air travel will produce severe operating

pressures on O'Hare and Midway Airports. These pressures may result in

a need for the operational flexibility provided by a high-speed

connection linking the airports into a coordinated air transportation

system.

Based on current projections of air travel forecasts for the Chicago

metropolitan area, a strain on the existing capacity of O'Hare Airport may

necessitate the increase of air traffic at Midway Airport. A major factor

affecting the maximum utilization of the airports is access between the

two. A high speed ground transportation system linking the two airports

would increase operational flexibility and assist in maximum

effectiveness of their utilization.

The study of the CPTS and HSGT was organized in such a manner as to

enlist the cooperation of the City of Chicago and a Technical Advisory

Committee. A series of technical reports presented various elements of

the study for review and comment by the participating agencies. This

enabled the study to move forward in an orderly manner with on going

review and input by members of the committee.
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A. STUDY ASSUMPTIONS

At the outset of the study, it was necessary to establish a number of basic

assumptions which were fundamental to the analysis of the CPTS and

HSGT. The assumptions are necessary to place the study in the proper

context and must be considered in reviewing the final conclusions and

recommendations. They are:

• The Crosstown Expressway, as presently planned with the bus

transitway, has been built and is in operation. Previous planning

work for the Crosstown Expressway provided for express opera-

tion of a conventional-sized bus. The transitway was developed

to eventually accommodate a two-track fixed rail rapid transit

system with stations in its 43-foot clear width, should further

analysis indicate such a need.

• The 1985 Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) and the

Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) projections

are valid. The 1985 demographic and travel data were utilized

to generate the regional transit trips assigned to the CPTS
system.

• O'Hare and Midway are the only commercial airports in the Chicago

area in 1985. The presence of a third airport would seriously

affect the need for a connecting HSGT system between the two

existing terminals.

• There will be no radical change in transportation technology

by 1985, implying that the published materials gathered on

transport systems are a reasonably reliable representation of

possible systems which could be available once the project

entered the preliminary design and engineering phases.

B. CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES

To evaluate alternatives and develop recommendations regarding the

CPTS and HSGT systems considered feasible, two levels of evaluative

standards were utilized: criteria and guidelines. Criteria were the

standards developed and applied jointly by the City of Chicago,

Technical Advisory Committee, and Chicago Transit Planners (CTP) for

the purpose of evaluating and rejecting alternative systems and routes.

Guidelines were preliminary criteria used internally by CTP in the course

of its work to guide the planners toward the optimization of networks and

systems.

The criteria and guidelines fell into the following general categories:

technical, economic, and social/environmental. They are summarized as

follows:

1. CPTS Technological Criteria

The CPTS is envisioned as being a high quality public transportation

system operating in an exclusive right-of-way and providing service to

residents, workers, and shoppers in the Crosstown Corridor. The general

requirements for such service resulted in the formulation of the following

technological criteria.

a. System must equal or exceed the average speed on existing

Chicago rapid transit lines. An average speed of 35 miles per

hour, based on a one-mile spacing of station stops, was used.

b. The peak hour capacity of the system must provide seating

for at least 80 percent of the passengers.

c. System must be "available" in its present state of technological

development.

d. Where the CPTS forms a continuous extension of an existing

public transportation line, the system must be compatible with

that which exists.

e. System must be capable of meeting City of Chicago air pol-

lution and noise standards.



2. CPTS Economic Criteria

The CPTS systems/alignments were ranked according to economic

return. This return was calculated for a basic fare comparable to that of

other public transportation systems in the Chicago-land area and an

amortization period of 30 years to liquidate capital costs.

3. CPTS Environmental Criteria

Environmental considerations in comparing alternative CPTS systems

were studied for both the riding passenger and the impacted

neighborhood. The passenger-related factors included the noise level

and the aesthetic quality of the transport system. The neighborhood

environmental impact analysis involved the social and aesthetic effects

of the CPTS system on the community and the affect the alternative

systems would have on the ambient noise and air pollution levels.

4. Guidelines for CPTS Systems

The guiding procedures utilized in optimizing systems and networks for

the CPTS were the following:

a. Maintain consistency with the work previously performed by

Crosstown Associates regarding the right-of-way width reserved

for public transport systems; any variations in design which

would increase community impact within the Crosstown Cor-

ridor due to additional right-of-way requirements were

eliminated.

b. Utilize maximization of boarding volumes with respect to length

as an interim evaluative procedure in considering optimization

of alternative CPTS systems.

c. Maximize compatibility to and coordination with the existing

and committed transit system of the City of Chicago by provid-

ing for transfer points at logical locations.

5. HSGT Technological Criteria

The HSGT system between O'Hare and Midway Airports is envisioned as

providing direct non-stop service between the two airport terminals. The

primary users of the system are to be air passengers, either originating or

terminating their trips in Chicago or transferring between flights. As a

result, a fast, convenient and comfortable form of transportation was

sought which would satisfy the following technological criteria:

a. System to be capable of providing a total trip time not to exceed

30 minutes. Trip time includes both travel time and waiting

time.

b. Peak hour capacity of the system must satisfy the peak hour

demand volumes and provide every passenger a seat.

c. System must have airline passenger baggage-handling capa-

bilities.

d. System must be "available" in its present state of technological

development. "Conceptual" systems which have not yet reached

demonstration or operational status will be eliminated.

e. Vehicle and system must be adaptable to the handling of air

cargo.

f. System must be capable of meeting City of Chicago air pol-

lution and noise standards.

6. HSGT Social Criteria

The social impact of alternative HSGT systems was evaluated according

to the following criteria:



a. Minimize effect on the community, including disruption to

neighborhoods, schools, and service area cohesiveness.

briefly summarize these studies which led to the final conclusions and

recommendations presented in this report.

b. Minimize displacement of residents and workers.

c. Limit removal of total assessed property value for each taxing

district to 1 percent.

7. Economic HSGT Criteria

Preliminary estimates of return for each individual HSGT
corridor/system was determined on the basis of a fare comparable to that

of competing systems, with a capital amortization period of 30 years.

8. HSGT Environmental Criteria

One item which was common to both systems was the selection of an

acceptable vehicle and system. An initial inventory was assembled from

published material of those vehicles and systems which may have

application to the CPTS or HSGT. A total of 128 vehicles and systems,

ranging from high speed Tracked Air Cushion Vehicles (TACV) to small,

low speed Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) Systems, were identified. An

initial filtering was performed on these 128 entries based on their present

day or near future availability. Only those vehicles which were

operational or in the developmental stage at the time the study was in

progress were considered acceptable for further consideration. As a

result, only 49 of the initial 128 vehicles/systems were deemed suitable

for further consideration.

The alternative HSGT corridor/systems were considered to be of the

latest design providing for quiet, safe, and comfortable rides for the

passengers. Consideration was given to air quality, sound levels, and

aesthetics of the neighborhoods through which the HSGT traversed.

9. Guidelines for HSGT Systems

The HSGT was envisioned as a self-supporting system, paying for all

capital and operating costs out of the fare box. As a result, the alternative

HSGT alignments/systems were evaluated in regard to the minimization

of total capital and operating costs, which would produce the lowest

possible fare and greatest ridership for the alternative.

C. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES

Having established the criteria and guidelines to be used in the study, a

procedure was adopted which systematically evaluated the

alignment/system combinations for the CPTS and HSGT to determine

those alternatives which may be suitable. The subsequent chapters

A second stage of filtering was performed based on the minimum speed

requirements for the CPTS and HSGT. The CPTS requires an

operational speed of 55 miles per hour, while the HSGT requires aspeed

greater than 60 miles per hour. Only 27 of the previous 49 vehicular

systems passed this filter and remained for further consideration.

These 27 systems were subsequently reviewed to determine their

capability of accommodating the anticipated demand forthe CPTS and

HSGT based on the criteria established earlier for each of the systems.

As a result of this review, only 16 vehicle/systems were found to be

suitable for CPTS operation, but 26 remained forthe HSGT. The vehicles

remaining for application to the CPTS were of the following seven

generic types: high speed railroad, modern rail rapid transit,

conventional railroad, monorail, dual-mode bus, rubber-tired rapid

transit, and buses on exclusive right-of-way. In addition to these seven

types, an eighth — small cars such as aircushion systems and uniflow—
remained in consideration for the HSGT system. Those vehicles which

met the technical requirements for use in the CPTS and HSGT systems

were then analyzed further in combination with the various possible



alignments under consideration for the two transportation networks.

The analysis of acceptable vehicles outlined above is contained in

Technical Report No. 2 of the six issued during the course of the study.

These reports were organized in such a fashion as to cover a certain

aspect of the study and to present the detailed documentation of the

work. Each report was submitted to members of the Technical Advisory

Committee for review and all comments received were included as an

integral part of each volume.

The titles and dates of the technical reports prepared and considered an

integral part of this study are listed in the foreword.



CHAPTER II — CPTS

The study of the Crosstown Public Transportation System consisted of a

five-step procedure which included:

• The development of an optimal CPTS transit network and the

resulting daily and peak hour ridership forecasts.

• An inventory of public transportation vehicle and system data

from published sources and an analysis of the CPTS system re-

quirements to determine those systems included in the inventory

which would have application.

• The analysis and evaluation of alignments to be used in conjunc-

tion with the alternative system configurations.

• The development of preliminary estimates of capital and operat-

ing costs and annual revenues to permit the selection of those

alignment/system combinations worthy of more detailed

financial feasibility analysis.

• A detailed analysis of the financial feasibility of the selected

alignment and systems and a comparison of this preferable sys-

tem with other alternative investment strategies.

Each of these steps are documented in detail in a series of technical

reports which are considered as appendices to this summary report.

A. PASSENGER DEMAND

A series of three separate forecasts of 1985 regional transit trips for

alternative transit networks were utilized to determine the configuration

of an optimal Crosstown Public Transportation System (CPTS) network.

Transit trips were forecasted by the Chicago Area Transportation Study

(CATS) employing "minimum" and "maximum" network configurations

developed by Chicago Transit Planners (CTP) to investigate the effect of

extending CPTS service beyond the Crosstown Corridor on passenger

volumes on the CPTS. From an analysis of the results of the "minimum"

and "maximum" forecasts, an apparent optimal configuration was

defined by CTP and the third forecast was prepared.

CPTS Network No. 1, shown in Figure 2, represented a "maximum"

configuration and was prepared to determine all the reasonable sources

of potential ridership in the vicinity of the Crosstown Corridor. This

network included CPTS service extended north of the Kennedy-Edens

Interchange to the Old Orchard Shopping Center in Skokie; south and

west of Ford City to the Norfolk and Western Railroad and the Illinois

Central-Gulf Railroad lines, respectively; and east of the Dan Ryan

Expressway to the Illinois Central-Gulf Railroad, Penn Central Railroad

and Chicago, South Shore and South Bend Railroad lines (Grand

Crossing).

CPTS Network No. 2 shown in Figure 3, represented a "minimum"

configuration. This configuration included CPTS service only in

the strictly defined "L"-shaped Crosstown Corridor from the

Kennedy-Edens Interchange to the Dan Ryan Expressway.

An analysis of Networks No. 1 and 2 indicated that the apparent optimal

CPTS system should include extensions north of the Kennedy-Edens

Interchange as far as the CTA Skokie Swift line and east of the Dan Ryan

as far as the commuter rail lines of the Illinois Central-Gulf Railroad,

Penn Central Railroad, and Chicago, South Shore and South Bend

Railroad (Grand Crossing).

CPTS Network No. 3, shown in Figure 4, the apparent optimal CPTS
system, was carefully structured to permit a detailed examination of

transfer movements between the CPTS and the existing and committed

CTA rapid transit and commuter rail facilities, as well as provide detailed

information about station boarding volumes, according to mode of

approach.

The apparent optimal CPTS system was analyzed with regard to station



CPTS NETWORK NO. 1 — LINE ROUTING FIGURE 2

(MAXIMUM CONFIGURATION)

Line Designations

(£) KENNEDY-O'HARE

(£\ KENNEDY-SKOKIE

(30) CPTS-SKOKIE-103RD

(3j) CPTS-EAST-WEST

(32) CPTS-EAST-O'HARE

OO RAVENSWOOD



CPTS NETWORK NO. 2 — LINE ROUTING

T
FIGURE 3

(MINIMUM CONFIGURATION)

Line Designations

(7) KENNEDY-O'HARE

(T) KENNEDY-O'HARE

(30) CPTS

N



CPTS NETWORK NO. 3 — LINE ROUTING FIGURE 4

(APPARENT OPTIMAL SYSTEM)

Line Designations

(T) KENNEDY-O'HARE

(7) KENNEDY-SKOKIE

(X) CPTS-EAST-O'HARE

(?) CPTS-EAST-SKOKIE

N



STATION LOCATIONS FOR THE EXTENDED CPTS FIGURE 5

ACTIVITATION OF THESE STATIONS MAY BE DEFERRED

UNTIL AFTER INITIAL CONSTRUCTION OF CPTS

N



DEMPSTER ST FIGURE 6

ALTERNATIVE CPTS ALIGNMENT CONFIGURATIONS

spacing, transfer facilities, access modes and line routing at major

junctions. These analyses were based on an examination of projected

ridership of CPTS Network No. 3, and adjustments were made based on

observed behavior of transit riders, under comparable situations, in the

Chicago area.

As a result of this analysis, stations were proposed at 26 locations forthe

Extended CPTS (optimal configuration), as shown in Figure 5. The

maximum estimated daily boarding volume occurs at the Lake Street

station.

B. PRELIMINARY REVENUE ANALYSIS

The preceding analyses were directed primarily at determining the

extent of the CPTS with relation to usage. The costs of constructing

those facilities were not considered. Since certain elements of the

apparent optimal CPTS extended beyond the limits of the "existing"

Crosstown Transitway, those extensions would result in much greater

construction costs than the modification or conversion of the "existing"

transitway.

In order to analyze the cost-effectiveness of providing CPTS service

within the Crosstown Corridor and beyond, usage and revenues were

estimated for eight alternative alignments as shown in Figure 6. Four of

these alternatives consider the use of the existing Englewood rapid

transit terminal at 63rd Street/Ashland Avenue as the eastern terminus

for the CPTS.

The resulting projected boarding volumes for each of the eight

alternative configurations were analyzed to estimate CPTS revenues. In

computing the CPTS revenues, a 45$ fare was used for boarding

passengers utilizing the walk, drive, driven and suburban rail transfer

modes of access. In addition, a 10C transfer charge for bus transfer

passengers was assumed attributable to the CPTS. The resulting daily

boarding volumes, annual revenues, and maximum link volumes forthe

eight alternative configurations are shown in Table 1.

12



TABLE 1

CPTS USAGE AND REVENUES FOR ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS

Total Total

Dai ly Board ng Volumes Daily Annual

Rapid Suburban 45 c Fares 10c Fares CPTS CPTS Maximum
Total Daily Transit Rail Daily Daily Daily Daily Revenue Revenue*** Link

Bdg. Vol. Transf

.

Transf. Local Vol.* Revenue Vol.** Revenue (Dollars) (Dollars) Vol. (2-way)

Extended 208,200 35,250 8,150 164,800 107,000 $48,150 65,900 $6,600 $54,750 $16,262,000 67,100
North Trunc. 173,300 22,850 8,150 142,300 93,550 $42,100 56,900 $5,700 $47, 800 $14,196,000 63,400
East Trunc. 194,700 34,500 5,250 154,950 98, 200 $44,200 61,950 $6,200 $50, 400 $14,968,000 66,000
Truncated 159,800 21,600 5,250 132,950 85,000 $38,250 53,200 $5,300 $43,550 $12,935,000 62,200
Ext. Via Ashland 195,200 5

1 , 650 5,250 138,300 88,250 $39,700 55,300 $5,550 $45,250 $13,439,000 67,300

Trunc. Via Ashland 160,300 39,250 5,250 115,800 74,750 $33,650 46,300 $4,650 $38,300 $11,375,000 63,700
Ext. Via 63rd 183,300 50,000 4,950 128,350 81,950 $36, 900 51,350 $5,150 $42,050 $12,488,000 65,500
Trunc. Via 63rd 148,400 37,600 4,950 105,850 68,450 $30,800 42,350 $4, 250 $35,050 $10,409,000 61,500

* Equals (.60 x Local) + Sub. Rail Transfers

** Equals (.40 x Local)

Equals (Daily Revenue x 297 Days/Yea

C. ALIGNMENT ANALYSIS

In order to analyze the cost-effectiveness of the eight alternative

networks shown in Figure 6, it was necessary to select routings for the

north and east extensions of the CPTS and the connections to the

existing Englewood CTA rapid transit at 63rd Street/Ashland Avenue.

Criteria were developed to assist in the selection of the routings and

included environmental, community impact, geometric, and cost

considerations.

Four alternative routes were considered for the extension of the CPTS

north from the Kennedy-Edens Interchange to the Skokie Swift-CTA

rapid transit line, as shown in Figure 7. Route N3, which is located along

the east side of the Chicago and North Western Transportation Company

trackage from Lawrence Avenue to a junction with the Skokie Swift-CTA

at Oakton Avenue and continuing to Dempster Street, was selected due

to minimum impact on the community and economy of construction.

Four alternative routes, shown in Figure 8, were considered for the east

extension of the CPTS from the Dan Ryan Expressway to the junction of

the Illinois Central-Gulf, Penn Central and Chicago, South Shore and

South Bend Railroads (Grand Crossing). Both surface and tunnel routes

were considered. The least expensive and least disruptive of the surface

routes was Route GC2. Tunnel Route GC4, however, significantly

reduced disruption to the community, but is the most costly alternative.

Route GC4, which is a shallow 40-foot tunnel located under 75th Street

from the Dan Ryan Expressway to the Grand Crossing station, was

selected for use in the preliminary comparative analysis since it caused

the least impact on the community and would produce the most

conservative results in terms of its economic feasibility.

The study of alternative connections to the existing Englewood CTA
rapid transit line were divided into two areas: one dealing with the

extension of the Englewood line westerly along a 63rd Street corridor

and connecting to the CPTS, and the other connecting the CPTS to the

13



NORTH EXTENSION ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS FIGURE 7



EAST EXTENSION ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS FIGURE 8

95TH ST



ENGLEWOOD CONNECTION ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS FIGURE 9

95TH ST



Englewood line in the vicinity of Ashland Avenue. As shown in Figure 9,

Route 63A is located in the alley on the north side of 63rd Street, while

Route 63B is a shallow 40-foot tunnel located under 63rd Street. Route

63A would require several times the displacement of residents and

workers as compared to Route 63B, but is somewhat less expensive. For

the purpose of this study, Route 63B was selected for analysis because it

provided the least impact on the community and would produce the most

conservative results in terms of its economic feasibility.

Figure 9 also shows the three alternative routes studied to provide a

connection between the CPTS and Englewood line along Ashland

Avenue. Route AA-1, which utilizes right-of-way along the east side of

the Penn Central tracks to the south alley of 63rd Street where it turns

east to join the existing Englewood line at Ashland Avenue, was the

selected alternative. This route has a low impact on the community as

well as being the least costly.

D. VEHICLES AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Of the initial 128 vehicles and systems inventoried for potential use for

the CPTS, 27 systems were selected for further study based on

availability and speed requirements of the system to achieve a level of

service equal to or better than the existing rapid transit systems. These 27

systems were reviewed to determine which met both the capacity

requirements (16 met this test) and also the general design standards

used in the alignment analysis for the CPTS. Six systems passed both

tests and were deemed suitable for further study. They can be

categorized generically as modern rail rapid transit, rubber tired rapid

transit, monorail, and the large bus (70 to 100 seats/unit) on exclusive

right-of-way.

TABLE 2

CPTS PRELIMINARY COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

ANNUAL REVENUE/TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS

(Millions of 1972 Dollars)

Alignment

Truncated

Extended

East Truncated

North Truncated

Truncated Via 63rd

Extended Via 63rd

Truncated Via Ashland

Extended Via Ashland

Moc ern Rail Rubber Tired

Rap d Transit Rapid 1 ransit

Total Revenue/ Total Revenue

Annual Annual Cost Annual Cost

Revenue Costs Ratio Costs Ratio

$12.9 $33.9 0.38 $28.0 0.46

16.3 49.6 0.33 40.0 0.41

15.0 44.6 0.34 35.5 0.42

14.2 39.0 0.36 31.2 0.46

10.4 41.7 0.25

12.5 51.3 0.24

11.4 40.1 0.28

13.4 49.8 0.27

Monorai I

173 Seats 36 Seats

Total Revenue/ Total Revenue/

Annual Cost Annual Cost

Costs Ratio Costs Ratio

$26.0
36.3

32.7

29.2

0.50

0.45

0.46

0.49

$27.6
39.3

36.6

31. 1

0.47

0.42

0.41

0.46

Large Bus

100 Seats 70 Seats

Total Revenue/ Total Revenue/

Annual Cost Annual Cost

Costs Ratio Costs Ratio

i 13.5

24.6

21.0

17.1

0.96

0.66

0.71

0.83

15.3

26.9

23.3

0.84

0.61

0.64

0.76
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TABLE J

CPTS PRELIMINARY COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

ANNUAL REVENUE/ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

(Millions of 1972 Dollars)

Modern Rail Rubber Tired Monorail Lar ge Bus

Rapid Transit Rapid T ransit 173 Seats 36 S,;ats 100 S,;ats 70 Seats

Annual Revenue/ Annual Revenue/ Annual Revenue/ Annual Revenue/ Annual Revenue/ Annual Revenui

Annual Operating Cost Operating Cost Operating Cost Operating Cost Operating Cost Operating Cost

Alignment Revenue Costs Ratio Costs Ratio Costs Ratio Costs Ratio Costs Ratio Costs Ratio

Truncated $12.9 $ 14.0 0.92 $ 14.1 0.92 $13.9 0.93 $15.0 0.86 $12.3 1.05 $14.0 0.92

Extended 16.3 17.6 0.93 17.9 0.91 16.8 0.97 19.1 0.85 15.8 1.03 18.1 0.90
East Truncated 15.0 17.0 0.88 16.3 0.92 16. 1 0.93 19.3 0.78 15.0 1.00 17.2 0.87

North Truncated 14.2 14.9 0.95 14.6 0.97 14.3 0.99 15.7 0.90 13.1 1.08 14.8 0.96
Truncated Via 63rd 10.4 13.2 0.79

Extended Via 63rd 12.5 15.4 0.81

Truncated Via Ashland 11.4 13.8 0.83

Extended Via Ashland 13.4 16. 1 0.83

E. PRELIMINARY COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Preliminary estimates of capital, operating and maintenance costs, and

revenues were made for each of the alignment/system combinations.

The estimates were then compared with the preliminary usage and

revenue forecasts to determine which alignment/system combinations

under consideration would be viable solutions from an economic

viewpoint.

A preliminary comparison of the total annual cost to the revenues of each

alignment/system combination, as shown in Table 2, indicated that none

of the systems are capable of returning total annual costs utilizing any of

the alignments considered. It was noted that the North Truncated and

the Truncated corridors consistently had a higher ratio of annual

revenue to total annual costs regardless of the vehicle system used.

A preliminary comparison of the annual operating and maintenance

costs to the annual revenues, as shown in Table 3, indicated that the large

bus appeared to be the most promising system. The other systems,

modern rail rapid transit, rubber tired rapid transit, and monorail, are

slightly less attractive when comparing operating and maintenance

costs. Of these, only the modern rail rapid transit and the rubber tired

rapid transit are presently proven operational in heavy, revenue

producing service. Also, the North Truncated and the Truncated CPTS
alignments provided the highest ratios of annual revenue to annual

operating and maintenance costs for all the systems considered.

As a result of the preliminary comparison, it appeared that the North

Truncated and Truncated CPTS alignments were the most economically

attractive alternatives.

The Extended and East Truncated CPTS alignments, however, have only

slightly lower economic ratios. Further detailed studies which would

include future consideration of social benefits may warrant their

inclusion in the planned construction. The four alternative alignments

connecting to the existing Englewood-CTA transit line have significantly

lower economic ratios and do not appear to warrant further analysis at

this time.
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It must be recognized, however, that this preliminary comparison was

predicated upon the complete construction of facilities as presently

planned within the Crosstown Corridor. Change in that fundamental

assumption would require extensive modification of the ridership and

revenue forecasts and of the construction and right-of-way cost

estimates resulting in a significant change in theeconomic comparisons

and findings regarding the Crosstown Public Transportation System. In

the event that a decision is made to construct a transportation facility in

the Crosstown Corridor different from that assumed, the fouralternative

alignments connecting to the existing Englewood-CTA transit line

should be re-examined in this light.

$1.6 million from local sources and the modern rail rapid transit

would require a total annual subsidy of about $4.0 million.

If the total development costs are completely financed through general

obligation bonds, a total annual subsidy of about $2.3 million for the

large bus and about $14.9 million for the modern rail rapid transit is

estimated to be required from the local sponsor. A summary of the

subsidy requirements for the large bus and modern rail rapid transit

systems under both financing plans is shown in Table 4.

G. INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

F. FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

Based on the results of the preliminary comparison, the large bus system

represented the lowest capital cost alternative, while the modern rail

rapid transit represented the highest. An analysis of these two systems

on the Truncated alignment indicated that these two systems would

represent a high and low range of capital costs for the four alternatives:

modern rail rapid transit, rubber tired rapid transit, large bus, and

monorail.

The total capital costs for development of the Truncated alignment for

the large bus system are estimated to be $18,350,000, as compared to

$229,480,000 for the modern rail rapid transitsystem. Additionally, itwas

found in a more detailed economic analysis that neither of the systems

will be capable of paying its annual operating costs out of the fare box.

Consequently, it is estimated that an annual operating subsidy of about

$1.2 million would be required for the large bus, and $2.4 million forthe

modern rail rapid transit, in addition to the initial capital investment.

Two methods of financing the development costs for the Truncated

CPTS were investigated: grant financing and general obligation

bonds for total local sponsorship. If grant financing is available, the

local share of the total development costs is estimated to be $5.6

million for the large bus and $30.2 million for the modern rail rapid

transit. The large bus would require a total annual subsidy of about

Consideration was given to four possible alternative investments to the

CPTS to identify the attractiveness of financing a CPTS system. These

included additional highway construction, increase in the number of

buses presently servicing the CPTS corridor, either on the Crosstown

Transitway or the arterial street system, and a null or do-nothing

alternative. Three of the investment possibilities, additional highway

TABLE 4

SUMMARY - LOCAL SUBSIDY REQUIREMENTS

TRUNCATED CPTS

(Thousands of I 972 Dollars)

Estimated Estimated Estimated

Annual Annual Total

Capital Operating Annual

Subsidy Subsidy Subsidy

LARGE BUS

Grant Financing

Total Local Financing

MODERN RAIL RAPID TRANSIT
Grant Financing

Total Local Financing

$ 320 $ 1,255

1,055 1,255

S 1,635

12,445

S 2,400

2,400

S 1,575

2,310

S 4,035

14,885
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construction, increasing the number of conventional buses operating on

the Crosstown Transitway and the null alternative, were rejected as not

being viable alternatives. Additional highway construction does not

address the problem of providing public transportation service for that

portion of the population which is transit-dependent because of age,

health or economic condition. Increasing the number of buses

"presently" servicing the CPTS corridor on the Crosstown Transitway

was considered not practicable since any variation in the presently

assumed short 50-second headways caused by fluctuating and

excessive boarding times could result in capacity failures of the system.

The null alternative was rejected for decision-making purposes as not

addressing the problem.

To provide a comparative base for the large bus and modern rail rapid

transit systems, an alternative which would provide bus service on the

arterial street system in lieu of the Crosstown Transit was was analyzed.

It was assumed that the entire projected transit demand would be

accommodated by increasing the bus service on arterial streets. Based

on this analysis, the large bus system, which produces the highest

benefit-cost ratio, as shown in Table 5, appears preferable for CPTS
operation.

TABLE 5

BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS

FOR

ALTERNATIVE CPTS PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS

(Thousands of 1972 Dollars)

Net

Annual

Total Net Total Net Benefits

Annual Annual Annual Annual Benefit/Cost (Less Net

Truncated CPTS User Cost Benefits Costs Cost Ratio Annual Cost)

Large Bus

(70 Passengers) $31,000 $ 1,200 $18,900 $ 1,000 1.2 $ 200

Modern Rai 1

Rapid Transit 36,300 -4,100 35,700 17,800 -0.2 -21,900

Conventional Bus

on Arterial Streets 64,200 -32,000 24,500 6,600 -4.8 -38,600

Base Case: Large Bus

(100 Passengers) 32,200 17,900 - -
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CHAPTER III — HSGT

A second element of this study was the analysis of the feasibility of

providing a High Speed Ground Transportation (HSGT) link between the

two major commercial airports in the Chicago metropolitan area. It is

anticipated that the growth of commercial air travel will produce severe

operating pressures on O'Hare and Midway Airports. These pressures

may result in a need for the operational flexibility provided by a high-

speed connection linking the airports into a coordinated air

transportation system.

A. PASSENGER DEMAND

The demand for inter-airport travel was examined in terms of four

components: inter-plane transfer passengers, originating and

terminating air passengers, airport visitors, and non-air travel related

latent demand, including airport workers. In each case, potential HSGT
travel demand was estimated based on an assumed level of HSGT travel

time, frequency of service, and fare structure.

The analysis of the HSGT was prepared following a five-step procedure,

which included:

• The development of a range of ridership estimates for the HSGT
based on a series of possible alternative airport operating poli-

cies for O'Hare and Midway.

• An inventory of public transportation vehicles and system data

from published sources and an analysis of the HSGT system re-

quirements to determine which of those systems included in the

inventory may have application.

HSGT travel demand will be influenced significantly by the volume of

Chicago area air travel and by the range of possible airport operating

policies as they affect utilization of the Midway and O'Hare Airports. A

1985 air travel demand forecast of 72 million passengers per year was

adopted based on projections by City of Chicago airport consultant

Landrum and Brown, Inc., in analyzing demand forthe HSGT. Although

this forecast was the most conservative available, it may be noted that

changes in the national economy and traveling habits may exert a

significant influence on future air travel demand. As a result, the

forecasted demand volume may be attained somewhat earlier or later

than the 1985 design year.

• The identification and analysis of potential HSGT corridors and

the adaptability of the previously selected HSGT systems to the

potential corridors.

• The development of preliminary estimates of capital and operat-

ing costs for selected HSGT corridor/systems to permit the selec-

tion of those corridor/systems worthy of more detailed financial

feasibility analysis.

• A detailed analysis of the financial feasibility of the selected

system and alignment and a comparison of this analysis with

other alternative investment strategies.

Each of these steps are documented in detail in a series of technical

reports which are considered appendices to this report.

Rather than anticipate the selection of a particular airport operating

policy, a series of eight alternative airport operating policies was

developed. These policies, shown in Figure 10, represent a range of

potential 1985 operating conditions at Midway and O'Hare. The policies

were defined in terms of the proportion of air passenger activity at each

airport, the number of flights to short, medium, and long-range

destinations from each airport, and the mix of destinations served by

each airport. It was not the intention of this study to recommend nor

advocate the adoption of any particular airport operating policy, but

rather to estimate potential demand for a HSGT system for a full range of

possible airport policies.

Policies A and B relate to current operating practices. Policy A assumes

the present ratio of air passenger activity at the two airports will be the

same in 1985 (about 1/15th, or roughly 5,000,000 annual passengers at
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ALTERNATIVE AIRPORT OPERATING POLICIES FIGURE 10

GROUP POLICY SUB-POLICY
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HSGT RELATED USAGE — 30 MINUTE TRIP TIME FIGURE 11
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Midway). Policy B assumes that the volume of annual passenger activity

at Midway Airport (approximately two million) will remain constant with

all future growth at O'Hare.

The remaining policies assume air passenger activity "balanced" to

maintain equal levels of service at O'Hare and Midway. Airport usage is

allocated between the two airports in approximate proportion to their

theoretical air space capacities. In each of these cases, about one-fourth

of the total passenger activity would occur at Midway. To achieve this

balance, specific flights would be directed to each airport. Policies 1, 3,

and 5 are variations of a universal mix policy whereby flights to and from

all cities within a particular distance range occur at both airports.

Policies 2, 4, and 6 represent a segregated policy whereby all flights to

and from certain cities within a particular distance range occur at a

specific airport.

Estimates of the range of HSGT usage were prepared which reflect the

effect of airport operating policies, HSGT fares, and HSGT trip times as

they might influence potential ridership. Generally speaking, the

segregated policies require a high level of transfer between the two

airports; the universal policies result in lesser transfer needs. HSGT fare

was varied between $1 and $15, and the expected trip time varied

between 15 and 45 minutes. The relationship between airport ope-
ating policies, fare, and ridership for a 30-minute trip are shown in

Figure 11.

B. VEHICLES AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Based on a total trip time criterion of 30 minutes, and a derived minimum
operating speed of 60 miles per hour, 27 of the 128 vehicles and systems

inventoried for possible use for the HSGT met the speed criterion. Only

one of the 27 did not meet the minimum design hourly capacity

requirement of at least 300 passenger seats per hour.

Since the speeds of the HSGT vehicle systems under consideration

varied from 60 miles per hour to 300 miles per hour, an analysis was made
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to determine the effect operating speed would have on the total trip time

between Midway and O'Hare Airports. Trip times, which included

loading and unloading time, were calculated for operating speeds

ranging from 60 to 300 miles per hour for a trip length of 20 miles. From

this analysis, it was found that operating speeds above 1 50 miles per hour

have little effect on total trip time between the two airports. As a result of

that evaluation, eight systems were deemed suitable for further study.

They can be categorized as high speed railroad, modern rail rapid transit,

conventional railroad, monorail, dual-mode bus, rubber tired rapid

transit, buses on exclusive rights-of-way, and tracked small cars.

Although the capacity of some of the selected systems is much greater

than required for the HSGT, smaller trains and longer headways would

reduce the available capacity to a level consistent with the demand. Also,

the type of route selected for the HSGT, either overland or in a trench or

subway, will affect the practicability of a specific system.

C. ALIGNMENT ANALYSIS

Two alternatives were considered for the location of a High Speed

Ground Transportation (HSGT) system. One provided a direct link

between O'Hare and Midway Airports; the other, an indirect link

operating within an exclusive right-of-way of the Crosstown and

Kennedy Expressway Corridors. Passenger demand and available

vehicles and systems were analyzed in selecting the optimal route for

each corridor. These routes were then compared to determine the

preferred routing for an HSGT system.

1. Exclusive Right-of-Way Corridor

In the analysis and evaluation of alternative HSGT alignments providing

a direct link between O'Hare and Midway Airports, minimization of

residential and employee displacement, respect for established

neighborhood boundaries and community cohesiveness, cost, and

compatibility of the HSGT with existing land uses were all considered. It

would be most desirable that alternative HSGT corridors be located on

predominantly vacant land, or on existing transportation rights-of-way.

However, the area studied for alternative corridors is totally urbanized, as

shown in Fiqure 12. The only large and contiguous open spaces in the

study area are forest preserves, parks, cemeteries, and golf courses.

Vacant land is minimal and scattered in individual lots and parcels.

Due to the dense development of the area, a corridor of predominantly

vacant land was not available.

The transportation rights-of-way existing in the study area consist of

railroads, expressways, and arterial streets. All railroad and expressway

rights-of-way were considered as potential HSGT corridors.

Segments identified forthe potential HSGT were generally located along

the rights-of-way of the Belt Railway Company; Indiana Harbor Belt

Railroad; Illinois Central-Gulf Railroad; Chicago and North Western

Transportation Company; Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, & Pacific

Railroad; Soo Line Railroad; Chicago Great Western Railroad;

Eisenhower Expressway and Tri-State Tollway, all as shown in Figure

13. A total of 32 corridor segments were identified. Because of the

various possible combinations of these segments, a number of

alternative corridors were realized. A preliminary analysis of the

individual segments was prepared to determine the least disruptive

surface alternative alignment between O'Hare and Midway Airports.

Surface Corridors 1 and 2, indicated in Figure 13, appeared to be the

most promising.

The six corridors of predominantly public lands and railroad rights-of-

way, shown in Figure 14, were analyzed for a potential HSGT tun-

nel system. Corridor C has the fewest affected parcels and the shortest

length. Since the tunnel construction costs of the various alternatives

will generally be proportional to their length, Corridor C may be as-

sumed to be the most economical, as well as the least disruptive, tunnel

corridor under consideration.

As a result of these studies of potential alternative HSGT alignments,

three corridors were selected for more detailed analysis and evaluation:
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to determine the effect operating speed would have on the total trip time

between Midway and O'Hare Airports. Trip times, which included

loading and unloading time, were calculated for operating speeds

ranging from 60 to 300 miles per hour for a trip length of 20 miles. From

this analysis, it was found that operating speeds above 1 50 miles per hour

have little effect on total trip time between the two airports. As a result of

that evaluation, eight systems were deemed suitable for further study.

They can be categorized as high speed railroad, modern rail rapid transit,

conventional railroad, monorail, dual-mode bus, rubber tired rapid

transit, buses on exclusive rights-of-way, and tracked small cars.

Although the capacity of some of the selected systems is much greater

than required for the HSGT, smaller trains and longer headways would

reduce the available capacity to a level consistent with the demand. Also,

the type of route selected for the HSGT, either overland or in a trench or

subway, will affect the practicability of a specific system.

C. ALIGNMENT ANALYSIS

Two alternatives were considered for the location of a High Speed

Ground Transportation (HSGT) system. One provided a direct link

between O'Hare and Midway Airports; the other, an indirect link

operating within an exclusive right-of-way of the Crosstown and

Kennedy Expressway Corridors. Passenger demand and available

vehicles and systems were analyzed in selecting the optimal route for

each corridor. These routes were then compared to determine the

preferred routing for an HSGT system.

1. Exclusive Right-of-Way Corridor

In the analysis and evaluation of alternative HSGT alignments providing

a direct link between O'Hare and Midway Airports, minimization of

residential and employee displacement, respect for established

neighborhood boundaries and community cohesiveness, cost, and

compatibility of the HSGT with existing land uses were all considered. It

would be most desirable that alternative HSGT corridors be located on

predominantly vacant land, or on existing transportation rights-of-way.

However, the area studied foralternative corridors is totally urbanized, as

shown in Fiqure 12. The only large and contiguous open spaces in the

study area are forest preserves, parks, cemeteries, and golf courses.

Vacant land is minimal and scattered in individual lots and parcels.

Due to the dense development of the area, a corridor of predominantly

vacant land was not available.

The transportation rights-of-way existing in the study area consist of

railroads, expressways, and arterial streets. All railroad and expressway

rights-of-way were considered as potential HSGT corridors.

Segments identified forthe potential HSGT were generally located along

the rights-of-way of the Belt Railway Company; Indiana Harbor Belt

Railroad; Illinois Central-Gulf Railroad; Chicago and North Western

Transportation Company; Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, & Pacific

Railroad; Soo Line Railroad; Chicago Great Western Railroad;

Eisenhower ExDressway and Tri-State Tollway, all as shown in Figure

13. A total of 32 corridor segments were identified. Because of the

various possible combinations of these segments, a number of

alternative corridors were realized. A preliminary analysis of the

individual segments was prepared to determine the least disruptive

surface alternative alignment between O'Hare and Midway Airports.

Surface Corridors 1 and 2, indicated in Figure 13, appeared to be the

most promising.

The six corridors of predominantly public lands and railroad rights-of-

way, shown in Figure 14, were analyzed for a potential HSGT tun-

nel system. Corridor C has the fewest affected parcels and the shortest

length. Since the tunnel construction costs of the various alternatives

will generally be proportional to their length, Corridor C may be as-

sumed to be the most economical, as well as the least disruptive, tunnel

corridor under consideration.

As a result of these studies of potential alternative HSGT alignments,

three corridors were selected for more detailed analysis and evaluation:
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Surface Corridor 1, Surface Corridor 2, and Tunnel Corridor C. All are

shown in Figure 15.

Surface Corridor 1, which is approximately 20.6 miles in length, exits

from Midway Airport to the west of the airport. It follows the Indiana

Harbor Belt Railroad west to a junction with the Illinois Central-Gulf

Railroad south of Roosevelt Road and west of 25th Avenue. It then

follows the Illinois Central-Gulf right-of-way west to the Eisenhower

Expressway/Tri-State Tollway junction, where it follows the Chicago

and North Western Transportation Co. right-of-way to the south edge

of O'Hare Field to the airport terminal.

Surface Corridor 2, which isapproximately 19.8 miles in length, follows a

route from Midway Airport north along Cicero Avenue to the Illinois

Central-Gulf Railroad, where it proceeds northwesttoa junction with the

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad. From that point, it follows the same route to

O'Hare as described under Surface Corridor 1.

Tunnel Corridor C, a deep tunnel concept, is approximately 18.7

miles in length and extends west from Midway Airport along 58th

Street to its junction with the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad. It follows

the right side of the railroad right-of-way in a northwesterly direc-

tion to 17th Avenue. It then follows 17th Avenue and the Soo Line

Railroad to one block north of Irving Park, and then turns north-

west to the O'Hare Airport Terminal.

Preliminary estimates of capital, operating and maintenance costs,

and revenue were prepared for each combination of the three cor-

ridors and eight systems. The estimates were then compared to de-

termine which corridor/system combinations under consideration

would be viable from an economic viewpoint.

The preliminary economic analysis indicated that the large bus

on exclusive right-of-way utilizing Surface Corridor 1 tended to have

the highest probability of realizing a return of the capital investment

and operating cost. The conventional bus and monorail using Surface

Corridor 1 were slightly less attractive.

2. CPTS - Kennedy Corridor

Potential HSGT alignment alternatives in the Crosstown and Kennedy

Expressway corridors were limited to the consideration of guideway

locations over, under, or adjacent to the rapid transit median found

within both expressway corridors, as well as coincident with the

Kennedy-CTA line and/or the Crosstown Public Transportation System.

Twelve potential alignments were considered suitable for HSGT opera-

tion within the Kennedy and Crosstown Expressway corridors. Align-

ments outside of but adjacent to the Kennedy Expressway were not

selected for more detailed analysis and evaluation because any align-

ment outside of the expressway right-of-way would cause severe commu-

nity impact. Because of additional lane requirements on the Kennedy

Expressway caused by the Crosstown Expressway, there is no land a-

vailable adjacent to and within the Kennedy Expressway right-of-way.

The most promising system for application to the CPTS was indicated

to be the large bus. Four other systems which appeared slightly less

attractive were: modern rail rapid transit, rubber-tired rapid transit,

large monorail, and small monorail. Since the vehicle utilized by the

HSGT in the Crosstown and Kennedy corridors must be compatible

with the CPTS and Kennedy-CTA lines, the above-mentioned five sys-

tems were used in combination with the potential indirect links identified

for the HSGT.

Preliminary estimates of capital, operating and maintenance costs

and revenue were estimated for each alignment/system combina-

tion. The estimates were then compared to determine which align-
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ment/system combinations under consideration would be most

viable from an economic viewpoint.

The results of the preliminary comparative analysis of the HSGT

alignment/system alternatives in the CPTS-Kennedy Expressway

corridor indicate that the large bus system operating on the CPTS

guideway and elevated over the Kennedy-CTA guideway would have

the greatest probability of returning operating costs and captial

investment. These results, however, are valid only if the CPTS is

operated as a bus-type system.

D. PRELIMINARY COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The systems deemed suitable for an exclusive HSGT corridor were

compared with the results of the preliminary comparative analysis of

HSGT alignment/systems in the CPTS-Kennedy Expressway corridor

in terms of lowest break-even fare and highest ridership for the most

conservative of the "balanced" airport operating policies (Policy 5).

The large bus system operating on the CPTS and elevated over the

Kennedy-CTA guideway had the lowest break-even fare and highest an-

nual ridership of any HSGT alternative examined either in an exclu-

sive right-of-way corridor or in the CPTS and Kennedy Expressway

corridor. Further, regardless of which system isassumedforapplication

to the CPTS, those HSGT alternatives utilizing the CPTS and Kennedy

Expressway corridor tended to have lower break-even fares, and conse-

quently higher annual ridership, than did those utilizing exclusive right-

of-way corridors.

E. FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

As a result of this analysis, the HSGT alternative utilizing a combined

operation of the CPTS guideway with a large bus-type vehicle and a

guideway elevated over the Kennedy Expressway was selected as the

most promising regardless of which airport operating policy is eventu-

ally adopted.

The total development costs for the HSGT are estimated to be $84.3

million for Airport Operating Policy 2, and $84.0 million for Policy 5,

the difference being only in the cost of providing additional vehicles to

accommodate the higher demand under Policy 2. Policy 2 assumes a

segregated service with short-range cities only being served by Midway

while Policy 5 assumes that universal service would be provided with

short, medium, and long-range cities served by Midway. The annual

HSGT operating costs for the two policies are estimated as $8.3 million

for Policy 2 and $7.3 million for Policy 5.

It has been assumed that the HSGT would be self-supporting through

revenue obtained from the fare box. However, depending on the type

of financing used to construct and operate the HSGT system, the

annual local subsidy and fare structure will vary.

Two methods of financing the costs of the HSGT were investigated:

grant financing and general obligation bonds. If the grant financing

program were selected by the local sponsor, it is required that the lo-

cal matching shares not be financed through fare box revenues. Con-

sequently, an annual capital subsidy of about $700,000, as shown in

Table 6, would be required for a 25-year life of the general obligation

bonds to repay the $12.9 million local contribution to the grant

program. Since only the operating costs will have to be offset by op-

erating revenue, relatively modest fares result: about $0.70 if Airport

Operating Policy 2 is adopted and $1.60 for Policy 5.

If the total project is locally financed by general obligation bonds, an-

nual capital payments may be recovered from the fare box, and the

need for an annual subsidy from the local sponsor would be avoided.

The required fares, however, are estimated to be $2.00 and $4.35 for

Policies 2 and 5, respectively.

Based on the airport policy adopted and the method of financing used

to construct the HSGT, the ridership will vary from 3.4 to 11.9 million

passengers per year.
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F. INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

An investigation of four alternative investments in other types of modes

of providing an inter-airport connecting service was undertaken to iden-

tify the desirability of financing an HSGT system. The investment al-

ternatives included CPTS/Kennedy transit, airport bus, helicopter, and

taxi.

In comparing the benefits and costs of the HSGT for Airport Operat-

ing Policy 2 with the four alternatives, as shown in Table 7, the HSGT
provided the greatest net benefits. For Policy 5, positive benefit-cost

ratios were obtained for the HSGT, CPTS, and airport bus. The larg-

est net benefit was obtained by the CPTS and could represent an at-

tractive investment alternative if the baggage-handling problem could be

overcome.

Within the range of airport operating policies studied, the HSGT ap-

pears preferable to the taxi and helicopter alternatives. The choice be-

tween HSGT and CPTS or airport bus would depend on the airport

operating policy selected. An HSGT system would best be served by

large capacity buses operating on the Crosstown Transitway and an

exclusive guideway elevated above the Kennedy Expressway. Such a

system would provide a trip time of approximately 30 minutes and re-

quire a one-way fare in the range of $0.70 to $4.35 — depending on the

method of funding for the project and airport operating policy adopted.

A "compromise" alternative in which express bus service (either a lim-

ited HSGT service with large buses or conventional "airport busses")

could be provided operating on the CPTS transitway and the main

roadway lanes of the Kennedy Expressway. Service of this naturewould

result in a lower level of service and travel speeds with an increase in

travel time costs. It would, however, avoid the high capital investment

of constructing an exclusive busway on structure over the Kennedy.

TABLE 6

HSGT SUBSIDY AND FARE REQUIREMENTS

(1972 Dollars)

Grant Financing

Annual

Capital

Bond

Payment

Annual

Capital

Subsidy

Required

Annua

Operatin

Cost

9

Annua 1

Operating

Revenue

Required

Annual

Ridership

Required

Fare

Policy 2

Policy 5

$ 740

730

$720

710

$8,295

7,290

$ 8,295

7,290

1
1

, 860

4,600

$0.70

1.60

Total Local Financing

Policy 2

Policy 5

$7,730

7,700

$ $8,295

7,290

$15,820

14,790

8,000

3,400

$2.00

4.35

Based on 25 year bonds at a rate of interest equal to 5.5%.
Columns not additive because of earned interest.

All numbers in thousands except Required Fare.

TABLE 7

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

ALTERNATIVE HSGT INVESTMENTS

(Thousands of 1972 Dollars)

Annual

Total Annual Net Annua 1 Total Annual Net Annual Benefits

Alfernative Mode Investment User Cost Benefit Cost Cost B C Less Cost

POLICY 2

HSGT $206, 600 528,100 $16,300 5 6,900 4.1 5 21,200
Helicopter 263,500 -28,800 92,900 83,500 -0.3 -112,300
Airport Bus 270,800 -36,100 15,300 5,900 -6. -42,000
Taxi 294, 200 -59,500 57,000 47,600 -1.2 -107,100
CPTS (Base Case) 234,700 9,400 —
POLICY 5

HSGT $192,900 $21,700 $15,300 $10,600 :.

:

$ 11,100
CPTS 193,500 21,100 7, 100 2,400 8.8 18,700
Helicopter 219,800 -5, 200 31,700 27,000 -0.2 -32,200
Airport Bus 209,500 5,100 5,100 400 12.7 4,700
Taxi (Base C i'.r 214,600 4,700
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CHAPTER IV — CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CPTS

With the construction of the eight-lane Crosstown Expressway, an exclu-

sive 43-foot wide transitway originally providing high quality transit

service in the Crosstown Corridor with the use of conventional buses

was envisioned. This system will be capable of providing a high lev-

el of public transportation to the workers and residents in the corri-

dor to some time in the future. Based on the results of this study, it

is forecasted that the total daily boardings on the Crosstown Public

Transportation System will be approximately 160,000 by 1985. This

volume was found to tax the assumed existing conventional bus system

which requires relatively short headways and provides no reserve ca-

pacity to handle the exceptionally high peak period demands or cope

with any delays or breakdowns in the system.

The only operationally proven system presently available that may re-

place the conventional bus system to meet corridor demands is the mod-

ern rail rapid transit system. This system, however, will provide a

capacity much greater than actually needed and cost approximately $230

million to construct. A definite need was realized for a system that

would fill the gap between the conventional bus and the modern rail

rapid transit.

Based on the analysis prepared in this study, the large

system appears to be the most favorable for CPTS operation.

bus

It is noted that the change-over from a conventional bus operation to

a large bus system could be relatively easy since the larger equipment

could be phased in gradually without significantly affecting schedules,

driver training, or rider habits. It is also noted that the modern rail

rapid transit system would provide greater flexibility in routings when

the existing radial rail systems are considered.

During the course of this study, the CPTS has been assumed to be a

second generation public transportation system. An initial system of

conventional buses on a transitway constructed in conjunction with the

Crosstown Expressway was considered as existing. There has, how-

ever, been a major delay in the construction of the Crosstown Express-

way which has resulted in the thought being entertained of constructing

initially that public transportation system which would serve not only

the immediate but future needs of the corridor. As a result, a review

of the construction costs for the large bus and modern rail rapid

transit systems was made to determine the cost of each if they were

constructed initially.

As a result, a large bus system, having 70 to 100 seats per vehicle,

was investigated and found to provide for the needs of the corridor.

Such a system would cost about $18.4 million to convert from the con-

ventional bus system versus the $229.5 million for the modern rail rap-

id transit. If the City is able to obtain grant financing from the Federal

Urban Mass Transportation Administration and the State of Illinois,

the total capital cost to the City will be about $5.6 million.

It was found that of the systems studied for CPTS operation, none

were capable of meeting their operating and maintenance costs from

fare box revenues based on the current fare structure of the public trans-

portation system in the City of Chicago. Consequently, an annual op-

erating subsidy of about $1 .2 million would be required to run the large

bus system.

The estimated cost of the common elements to both systems, which in-

cludes the acquisition and preparation of the right-of-way and the

modification of the Expressway and cross streets, is approximately

$81 million.

The design and construction of the vehicle guideway, support facilities,

and rolling stock for the bus-type facility is estimated to be $28 million.

The cost of the design and construction of the guideway, support fa-

cilities, and rolling stock for the rail-type facility is estimated to be ap-

proximately $225 million. From a comparative standpoint, the modern

rail rapid transit-type facility is approximately $200 million more cost-

ly to construct than a large bus-type facility whether the system is

constructed initially as part of the Crosstown Expressway or as a second

generation-type facility.
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B. HSGT

Within the range of airport operating policies studied, a High Speed

Ground Transportation system between Midway and O'Hare Airports

may have an application. If Midway Airport is utilized to a much

greater degree in conjunction with O'Hare Airport, as a result of a

segregated airport operating policy whereby all flights to and from

certain cities within a particular distance range occur specifically at

one of the two airports, an HSGT system would be required as a

major element in the air passenger service. Such a system would be

best served by large capacity buses operating on the Crosstown

Transitway and an exclusive guideway elevated over the Kennedy

Expressway. Such a system would provide a trip time of approxi-

mately 30 minutes for an annual ridership of 11.9 to 8.0 million at a

one-way fare of $0.70 to $2.00, respectively.

If an airport operating policy producing lower travel demand were

adopted whereby flights to and from all cities within a particular

distance range were to occur at both airports, the choice could be

between the HSGT, CPTS, or the airport bus. This type of policy

would result in a modest annual ridership on the HSGT of 4.6 to 3.4

million at a one-way fare of $1.60 to $4.35, respectively.

In any event, an express bus service, either a limited HSGT service

with large buses or conventional airport buses, could be provided by

means of the CPTS Transitway and the local lanes of the Kennedy Ex-

pressway. This could reduce the high capital investment of construct-

ing an exclusive busway on structure over the Kennedy and provide a

somewhat lower level of service than desired at a lower fare. At such

time as the future of Midway Airport is more clearly defined as an

active commercial airport in the Chicago metropolitan area, a means

of transporting air passengers between it and O'Hare should be given

serious consideration.
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